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combination of professionals and organisations
each dedicated to do their very best to achieve
the event goals.

The MEA Awards encourage Australia’s top talent
to tell their stories, to share their experiences and
to rejoice in their success. Each year, MEA reviews
the Awards categories to ensure they remain
abreast of changes in the business events
industry. This year MEA received a record number
of submissions. The pool of judges had to be
expanded to over 70 to ensure each entry was
given the care and attention demanded by such a
high quality field of entries.

I’d like to thank the judges for their willingness to
undertake the role, to assign the time required, to
read, assess, compare, comment and score each
entry assigned to them. 

The judges come from all over Australia, from
within and without the business events industry.
They must be impartial, declare any conflict of
interest and adhere to a strict code of
confidentiality. We are lucky to draw on such a
talented pool of professionals.

I’d urge you to read this booklet, to learn about
the winners, to share it with staff and colleagues.

Congratulations to all the winners. Please exploit it
to the full. It tells your colleagues, your clients and
staff that you and your business are in the elite of
your profession. That you can be trusted and that
clients can be confident in selecting you to work
with them.

I look forward to EVOLVE 2021 where a track will
again profile case studies selected from the
winning entries in this booklet. 
 
Ian Stuart
Chair of Judges

Welcome to the third edition of
Meetings & Events Australia’s
Celebration of Excellence in
Australian Events. Each year
Meetings & Events Australia
(MEA) receives so much positive
feedback about this publication

MESSAGE FROM THE
CHAIR OF JUDGES

MESSAGE FROM CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Business events come in all
shapes and sizes. They are
delivered all over Australia and
they call on a wide array of skills,
creativity, ingenuity, passion and
determination. They rarely rely
on just one person, needing a

and the 2019 edition is a fitting testament of the
achievements of the winners of these prestigious
awards. 

Once again,  the standard of all the entries in the
MEA Awards program has been outstanding. To
receive an award reflects the exceptional level of
excellence that these winners have needed to
achieve to stand out. The stories behind each of
the award winners are extraordinary and provide
great insights into their challenges and successes
that substantiates why they received the 2019
Award in the specific category. 

Whilst COVID19 prevented us from conducting live
State Awards and National Awards ceremonies in
2020, we were able for the very first time in MEA’s
history to present a virtual awards presentation
thanks to the support and co-operation of our
members, our partners and the invaluable
support of the ICC Sydney and their technical
team. The presentation of the 2019 Awards was
even more memorable as a result. 

Please take the time to read the content of this
publication. You will, like me, appreciate that the
Australian events industry is innovative, creative
and is still leading the world in delivering first class
events and it is these attributes that will see our
industry rebound in 2020 and beyond.

Robyn Johnson
Chief Executive Officer
Meetings & Events Australia



The award categories encompass the entire
breadth of the events sector and have been
designed to encourage and recognise
exceptional achievements, creativity and
outcomes for events held within Australia over a
12-month period. 

When you enter the MEA National Awards, you
are competing against other professionals in the
events industry - both members and non-
members.

Meetings & Events Australia (MEA) was
established in 1975 and is the peak body
representing the events industry in Australia.

MEA represents companies and individuals that
stage, produce, manages, supports and supplies
to the thousands of events across Australia each
year. These events are conferences, meetings,
exhibitions, product launches,
seminars, special events and much more.

MEA connects, educates and creates opportunity
for its community, advocates its value and drives
growth and excellence in the Australian events
industry.

Meetings & Events Australia offers professional
development and educational programs,
accreditation and recognition. It provides a forum
for members to discuss current issues to
improve the delivery of events.

MEA’s National Awards program is the most
prestigious and highly regarded event industry
Awards program in Australia.

For more than 25 years Meetings & Events
Australia has recognised and celebrated the
outstanding achievements and expertise of
individuals and organisations in the events sector
- rewarding excellence, creativity and
professionalism in the design, management,
delivery, servicing and advancement of the events
industry in Australia.

ABOUT MEETINGS &
EVENTS AUSTRALIA

ABOUT THE AWARDS
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2019 MEA AWARDS SPONSORS
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Principal Partners & Awards Program Partners

 Awards Category Sponsors

Innovation Award Sponsor Event Professionals Awards
Sponsor

Outstanding Contribution Sponsor Event of the Year Awards Sponsor

Education and Training Award Sponsor
Platinum Awards Sponsor





The MEA 2019 National Awards event was 
completely reimagined  due to the COVID-19
pandemic and for the very first time combined the
state and national awards and presented virtually,
broadcast  live from the purpose-built studios  at
ICC Sydney. 

The studio  was designed to interface multiple
platforms, from standard web streaming, such as
Vimeo and Facebook Live, to video conferencing,
including Zoom and Cisco’s  Webex  - providing
ultimate flexibility. This enabled the venue to host
everything from company briefings, live streamed
media interviews and school educational
programs and now, award ceremonies. 

MEA and ICC Sydney delivered  an exceptional
virtual awards experience, seamlessly produced 
and streamed live, using the best studio
technology and setting a new benchmark for
virtual events and the industry.

From lounge rooms to socially distanced parties,
the event was viewed by more than 500 event
professionals  across Australia. The  two
hour  program included  meaningful and
connected live experiences, engaging the senses
with live entertainment, an in-studio MC, red
carpet including a best dressed competition plus
MEA’s very own MEALIVE 2019 Awards Spotify
playlist.
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MEALIVE 2019 AWARDS  

MEA thanks the MEA Awards Program Principal
Partners AON, Destination NSW and ICC Sydney
and the Awards Category Sponsors MCEC,
Stagekings and Tourism Australia for their
generous support. MEA would also like to thank
the Awards finalists for entering their
outstanding submissions and to its members for
their ongoing support of this industry national
recognition program.

A special thank you to ICC Sydney and their
production team for their expertise and
professionalism in the delivery of MEA’s first
virtual event.
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It was a great

night and came

at a time when

the industry

needed a pick

me up.

MEALIVE 2019 AWARDS EVENT SPONSORS

Thank you to our MEALIVE 2019 Awards Event Sponsors



2019 Regional Destination
Marketing Organisation or Bureau
Destination North Coast

Destination North Coast is the Regional Tourism
Organisation for the North Coast of NSW; a
geographic area including MidCoast (in the
South) to The Tweed (in the North) including Lord
Howe Island. The Business Events sector has
been identified as a key area of opportunity to
increase overnight visitation and the visitor
economy for the North Coast.

In response to this, the Business Events initiative
was developed in 2019 and is aimed at securing
conferences, meetings, incentives and business
events for the region. This approach has led to
more holistic events being conducted, fostering a
greater understanding and appeal for the region
which has led to new and repeat Business Event
visitation.

Destination North Coast is proud of the
achievements it has delivered in the first year of
the program including a return on investment of
over 900%, increased visitation and yield for the
sector, improved the skill level and collaboration
of operators whilst generating a suite of
marketing collateral and industry intelligence. 

Destination North Coast will continue to provide
a better Business Event offering for our clients,
value for stakeholders and more robust
communities in regional NSW- a responsibility
that we are very proud to play a part in.

Regional Destination Marketing
Organisation or Bureau

DESTINATION
MARKETING
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2019 Association Event of the
Year
AGOSCI 14th Biennial Conference
2019 - Arinex

AGOSCI is a national organisation supporting
people with complex communication needs
(CCN), including those with cerebral palsy, autism,
stroke and others. The 14th Biennial AGOSCI
2019 Conference (AGOSCI 2019) was held in
August 2019 to provide a forum for therapists,
families and those with disabilities. Due to
delegates' special needs, the conference required
a lot of 'out of the box' design to make it
completely accessible for all delegates - this
included adding a blending station in catering
breaks; quiet private spaces for attendees and
additional training to allow for open
communication between delegates and
event/venue staff. AGOSCI 2019 has been hailed
by the Organising Committee as "the most
inclusive and welcoming" it has experienced. The
conference has positively impacted PCO Arinex,
which will offer communications training to all
staff as a result.

Association Event of the Year
Cause Related Event of the Year
Corporate Event of the Year
Exhibition of the Year
Government Event of the Year
Incentive of the Year
Major Event or Festival of the Year
Regional Event of the Year
Special Event of the Year

EVENT OF THE YEAR
AWARDS

Category Sponsor
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2019 Corporate Event of the Year
UQ Open Day - St Lucia –
The University of Queensland

UQ Open Day allows prospective students and
their families to visit UQ and experience what
courses and facilities  the university had to offer.
Held in August each year, the event consists of a
custom build exhibition where potential students
and their families had the opportunity to speak
directly to UQ staff and current students. There
were more than 170 seminars, almost 100
hands-on activities and demonstrations and
over 50 tours of the campus and its facilities.

UQ Open Day aims to inspire enrolment and
reinforce UQ's position as a top globally ranked
institution through creating engaging and
memorable experiences, delivering personal and
relevant guidance and articulating the value
proposition of studying at UQ.

Universities across Australia were prepared for a
16% decrease in new students in 2020 with
organisers expecting a 15-20% drop in event
attendance.

The event only experienced a 1% decrease and
the 2019 attendance was in line with the four-
year average. This was the result of a strategic
collaborative effort from the marketing and
communication network across the university
working as one to achieve a common goal.

2019 Cause Related Event of the
Year
Paralympics Australia Infinite
Possibilities – This Space

After 6 months of planning This Space produced
a sold-out event to celebrate One Year to go Tokyo
for Paralympics Australia. A strong creative
design concept for an event to take place every
two years titled "Infinite Possibilities" bought
together athletes and sponsors for a night of
fashion, fun and to celebrate human endurance.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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Get Global is a joint venture between two
passionate industry professionals, Gary Bender
and Donna Kessler, who identified a gap in the
market for an outbound industry tradeshow.  
Get Global is not your 'normal' tradeshow.
instead, they take you on a journey around the
globe, all exhibitors need to pack is their favourite
presentation device. Get Global provides an
engaging yet cost effective platform for
international suppliers to connect with buyers
who have international MICE business including
Corporate Meeting Planners, Event Managers,
incentive Houses, PCO's and more. Get Global
pulls together the MICE industry on an
international scale to give buyers and exhibitors
the opportunity to meet the right contacts and
build their network globally.

There is no other event in the world where the
decision-makers for the world’s major sports
meet.   Nor any other event in the world where
the decision-makers and custodians of the
Olympic Games meet.  

The significance of hosting SportAccord 2019 on
the Gold Coast in Australia may not be fully
realised until the outcome of
Australasia’s Olympic Bid for 2032 and this would
present an unparalleled event legacy opportunity
for all involved.  

SportAccord 2019 formed partnerships for the
business events industry that will continue to
reap significant economic, social and
international relation benefits to Australia for at
least the next two decades.

ICMS Australasia considers it a privilege and
honour to be part of the journey.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S

2019 Exhibition of the Year
Get Global – Tourism Portfolio &
World Corporate Travel

2019 Government of the Year
SportAccord 2019 – ICMS
Australasia
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The Amway 2019 Leadership Seminar saw 7,000
delegates hosted in Cairns, Far North
Queensland (FNQ). The main venue, the
Australian Artillery and Armoury Museum (AAAM)
was transformed by the Encore team into a space
suitable for hosting such a high-calibre event.

Encore designed a theme for the gala, ‘Rainforest
to Reef’, inspired by the magnificent surrounds of
FNQ. The evening was divided into four different
themed areas: rainforest, river, beach and reef,
creating an exceptional immersive experience for
the delegates. Each of the four areas use
different components to make them stand out
from one another, including custom created
performances, advanced event technology and
interactive elements designed to make guests
feel like they became part of the environment.

Encore transformed the venue’s four tin walls
into an oasis filled with wonder, excitement and
incredible beauty. This event was a mammoth
task for the Encore team with the event needing
to be completely designed and built from scratch.

Encore pulled together during this event to
deliver on the brief for pushing the limits for
Incentive events and delivering a truly unique
experience. The event was incredibly successful
with the venue unrecognisable after Encore’s
transformation.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S

Fed Square is one of Melbourne’s premier public
spaces, filling a gap that had previously existed in
the city’s civic and cultural landscape and striving
to be a welcoming and accessible place to gather
in celebration, protest and healing. Each year Fed
Square hosts a wide range of community, cultural
and partner events and has been the location of
some of the most memorable occasions of the
past 17 years. At the same time, Fed Square faces
the challenge constant to all event spaces: how to
remain fresh, relevant and exciting to the
community, and how to unlock ever-newer and
more exciting ways to utilising event spaces. 

It was in this context that the Anything But
Square Festival was devised: a month-long series
of programming highlighted by Sensory
Underground; the Festival’s Hero event. The
inaugural Festival had one major objective: to
shift the perception that Fed Square was no
longer a vibrant and engaging destination by
offering a snapshot of the kaleidoscope of
experiences on offer for visitors to the Square.

2019 Incentive Event of the Year
Amway China 2019 Leadership
Seminar – Encore Event
Technologies

2019 Major Event or Festival of
the Year
Anything But Square Festival – Fed
Square
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company with its key role annually presenting the
Deni Ute Muster. Deniliquin is located in the
Riverina in southern NSW, close to the Victorian
border and just 285km north of Melbourne. With
a population of over 7,500, Deniliquin is a central
hub for many surrounding smaller towns. It is a
vibrant town featuring the fresh, calm waters of
the Edward River and picturesque forests with
unique wildlife.

The 'Deni' community created the Deni Ute
Muster in 1999 when the town was struggling
with a crippling drought. The festival was
conceived to encourage tourist visitation on the
October long weekend - the town's quietest
tourism period. The idea was
further developed to also include a family camp-
out under the stars, with bush poetry and a
camp-oven dinner, as well as a country music
concert to suit all age groups featuring Lee
Kernaghan. In its first year, the festival attracted
5,000 patrons and set a Guinness World Record
for the greatest number of legally paraded utes
at 2,839. Today the Deni Ute Muster is attended
by 20,086 attendees.

2019 Regional Event of the Year
Deni Ute Muster

2019 Special Event of the Year
Virtuoso 2019 Symposium Dinner –
Encore Event TechnologiesDeni Play on the

Plains Festival Ltd
is a not for profit,
community-based 

The Encore team at Crown Melbourne designed
and produced a dazzling creative and technical
innovative showcase for Virtuoso. The theme
‘Welcome to the Emerald City’, was expressed in
every element of the event from the creative
multimedia for the elaborate 55 individual table
projections, through to the stage set, décor and
entertainment. The theme was a nod to Sydney’s
nickname, ‘The Emerald City’ blended with the
wonder of the Wizard of Oz and Wicked the
musical.

Encore delivered on the brief amazing guests
with theatrical grandeur. Guests were
encapsulated by a visual spectacular comprising
a mammoth stage set with a custom built ‘Crown
Tower’, bespoke multimedia, luxurious event
design and styling elements all combining to
create a fantastical, emerald city atmosphere.
This event pushed the limits of design and
production implementing innovative technology
on a never-seen-before scale. It required high
level expertise, focus and creativity to ensure
execution was perfect.  Before this event, many
of the guests heralded Las Vegas as the ‘capital’
of the special event, however that all changed
after the Virtuoso event with attendees saying the
gala set the bar for future events.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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Trusted by global
Fortune 500 companies
for over 20 years, Forum
Group is a multi-award-
winning integrated
events marketing and 

2019 Event Agency
Forum Group Events & Marketing

management organisation. 

Forum Group is an Australian owned and
operated company and offers clients a national
network alliance of innovative professionals that
deliver world-class events time and again. Forum
Group create end-to-end marketing experiences
that connect, educate and inspire whilst driving
business results for a diverse range of clients.

Forum Group’s integrated campaign approach
offers a complete solution to meet event and
marketing objectives. The team excels at event
strategy, event management, event promotion,
audience acquisition and extending the life of an
event whilst always maximising ROI.

Offering on-ground, dedicated support in all
capital cities throughout Australia and New
Zealand ensures a seamless, accessible and cost-
effective solution.

From the initial meeting, planning, through to
onsite delivery, there experienced creators
become an extension of the clients’ team.
Producing over 180 events annually Forum
Group has the expertise and passion to deliver
an experience clients will love.

Event Agency 
In-House Event Management Team –
Association
In-House Event Management Team –
Corporate
In-House Event Management Team –
Government
Professional Conference Organisation

EVENT MANAGEMENT
AWARDS
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The University Events team manage a wide range
of events on behalf of the University community. 

They deliver for the Office of the Chancellor and
Vice-Chancellor, as well as executing marketing
and recruitment events, partnership activations,
public lectures, awards, Open Days and other
major events. 

They provide strategic positioning, branding and
reputational advice to all University campuses in
Melbourne and Regional Victoria.  The team also
provide consultation services to colleagues on
event delivery, planning and protocol who
undertake their own activities on campus..

The ASHM Conference and Events Division is an
independent division within ASHM, specifically
established to support the medical, health and
scientific sectors via the delivery of professional,
memorable, and successful conferences and 
events.

Since 2002, the team has provided a diverse
range of customised conference and event
management services for their inhouse
conferences as well as to organisations and
government departments in the areas of
research, science, medicine, health policy and
education.

Nadine Giatras, Division Director said “Winning
the best In-House Event Management Team –
Association award, for the fourth time, is a
testament to the Conference team and ASHM’s
hard work and commitment to delivering
conferences of the highest quality for our
delegates, clients and the wider sector.
Conferences are a tool for sharing knowledge
and networking, it is our job as conference
managers to facilitate this platform for learning
and collaboration”

ASHM is a professional, not-for-profit, member-
based organisation. Educating health
professionals in Australia and New Zealand who
work in HIV, viral hepatitis, other BBVs and
sexually transmissible infections.

2019 In-House Event
Management Team – Association
ASHM Conference and Events

2019 In-House Event
Management Team – Corporate
La Trobe University

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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Arinex is an events
management company
with 45 years+ of history,
delivering inspiring

2019 Professional Conference
Organisation
Arinex

provides event activities to the communities of
Queensland, in particular, to students,
teachers, parents, educators and
departmental officers
works collaboratively to implement the
essential events services of the branch, to
develop strong affiliations across the
department and within a whole-of government
context
design programs to engage all Queenslanders
in learning and to promote the Department as
a quality, leading-edge, education system. 
In 2019, the team of ten staff was responsible
for delivering a diverse portfolio including:
Creative Generation – State Schools Onstage
The Premier’s Reading Challenge
Department of Education International
Women’s Day 
Creative Generation Excellence in Visual Arts
Creative Generation Excellence Awards in
Instrumental Music (MOST)
Choral Fanfare
Showcase Awards for Excellence in Schools.
Principals’ Conference.

The Department’s Programs and Events (P&E)
team is part of the Strategic Communication and
Engagement branch. The P&E team provides a
strategic consultancy service staging major
programs and events to promote a range of key
departmental initiatives through communication
and marketing strategies. 

Specifically, the team:

The Queensland Department
of Education delivers world-
class education services for
people at every stage of their
personal and professional
development.

2019 In-House Event Management
Team – Government
Programs and Events Team
Department of Education,
Queensland

experiences across Australia, New Zealand and
Fiji. 

As part of its full-service offer, Arinex provides
specialist services in conference and meeting
management; social programs and corporate
events; destination management; registration;
accommodation; technology; marketing; and
sponsorship and exhibitions. 

Founded by Roslyn McLeod OAM who continues
to oversee the company as Chair, Arinex employs
85 staff and operates out of four offices. The
company is globally recognised - it is the only
Australian partner of the INCON Group, an
exclusive network of the world's top conference
organisers; and one of only two accredited
Australian members of IAPCO. 

Arinex is proud to have a long history with
Meetings & Events Australia.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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The Hotel Grand Chancellor
Hobart (HGCH) is Tasmania’s
premier conference & events
venue.  Located in the heart
Hobart’s historic and
picturesque waterfront, the
venue provides  clients with
the sense that they are 

2019 Event Hotel of the Year
Hotel Grand Chancellor Hobart

Event Hotel of the Year
Event Venue - Capacity less than 500
Event Venue - Capacity more than 500
less than 1,500
Event Venue - Capacity more than
1,500

VENUE AWARDS

somewhere different and special.

With facilities that include a plenary for 1,100
delegates, 11 flexible function spaces and space
for 125 trade exhibition booths, HGCH is the
ideal venue for your next event, be it association,
corporate or franchise based. Few locations offer
such extensive facilities in such a unique location.

The HGCH prides itself on being the convention
centre that does big things for its clients. Their
personable and memorable service focuses on all
levels of the event from delegates to client to the
event manager. Their speciality is
bringing the destination into the event, using
local produce and suppliers to heighten the
delegate experience.

With accommodation and off-site venues and
experiences a short walk away, delivering an
event at HGCH has never been so easy.

Take 1,100 delegates to Hobart for the best
conference they will ever attend.

17



Howard Smith Wharves is
Brisbane’s newest
entertainment, event and
lifestyle precinct. With
dazzling views of the Story
Bridge and city skyline, and 
an impressive portfolio of 

2019 Event Venue – Capacity
more than 500 less than 1,500
Howard Smith Wharves

event spaces to choose from, it is Brisbane’s
ultimate riverfront event destination.

The precinct features indoor event spaces and
unrivalled options for outdoor events including
intimate private venues nestled amongst the
cliffs, providing a city escape for delegates and
guests.

They have a passion for creating memorable and
out-of-the-box experiences, so that every event is
special. Guests are treated to panoramic
riverfront views, mouth-watering, seasonal
menus and experiences that will keep them
talking for months to come.

Howard Smith Wharves is conveniently located a
five-minute walk from Brisbane’s CBD and
12.3km from Brisbane’s domestic and
international airports.

A new riverside precinct loved by residents and
visitors; Howard Smith Wharves is a place to
connect and celebrate the best of what Brisbane
has to offer.

The National Wine Centre of Australia (NWC) is
one of Adelaide’s premier event and conference
facilities, boasting award winning services in
catering, audio visual technology and event
management. Located on the edge of the CBD
and adjacent the picturesque Botanic Gardens,
the Centre offers Australia’s largest tasting room
experience, dining, interactive wine education,
group tours and wine courses. As the home of
the nation’s wine collection, the Centre offers
wine lovers an unparalleled opportunity to
expand their knowledge and enjoy the rich
diversity of varieties produced in Australia. The
NWC offers six pillar-less event spaces, catering
for 10 to 1500 guests, with abundant natural
light, easy access and spectacular architecture.
The complex also features outdoor terrace areas
with views of the Centre’s own vineyard and the
Adelaide Botanic Gardens. Integrated within each
space is state-of-the-art technical and audio-
visual equipment which assists in enhancing the
client’s event experience. The Centre’s Wine Bar
allows visitors the opportunity to sample up to
120 different wines through state-of-the-art
Enomatic wine preservation and dispensing
machines, whilst indulging in a unique dining
experience that showcases the best produce
from across South Australia.

2019 Event Venue – Capacity less
than 500
National Wine Centre of Australia

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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ICC Sydney is Australia's
leading convention,
exhibition and
entertainment precinct. 

2019 Event Venue – Capacity
more than 1,500
ICC Sydney

Distinguished by its striking design, state-of-the-
art technology and an enviable array of
amenities, ICC Sydney stands apart as a symbol
of excellence.

Situated at the intersection of Sydney's academic,
cultural and technology precincts, ICC Sydney
affords delegates, exhibitors and visitors'
convenient access to Australia's most
cosmopolitan city. The emerging financial, dining
and retail precinct of Barangaroo is nearby; there
are numerous galleries, theatres and concert
halls within easy reach; and the bustling city
centre is only a short walk away.

Managed by a uniquely talented team, ICC
Sydney is well placed to deliver extraordinary
experiences every time. Whether you are
organising a convention for thousands or a more
intimate corporate event, our team will go out of
their way to deliver a truly memorable event.

But ICC Sydney is more than a landmark venue.
ICC Sydney functions as an incubator for ideas, a
champion of change and an advocate for
community. Through our Legacy Program, we
give clients the opportunity to contribute to the
city's cultural capital—and advance the social and
environmental objectives of their events—in real
and meaningful ways.

19



Audio Visual Services
Banqueting & Catering
Event Marketing
Event Technology
Speaker, Entertainers and Team
Builders
Specialist Services & Suppliers

EVENT PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
AWARDS

Novatech Creative Event Technology provides
short to long term rental of event technology
such as audio systems, lighting systems, vision
systems and conferencing tools to clients holding
events across Australia. Novatech employs over
70 full time technicians, sales, operational and
administration staff to design and deliver a full
turnkey service to clients in function centres,
convention centres, outdoor event sites and
private and corporate facilities. Novatech
operates independently to provide staging and
technology to clients such as event managers,
professional conference organisers and event
organisers.

A proudly family owned South Australian
Company, Novatech is celebrating its 19th year in
business operating from Adelaide but delivering
events across the country. Using event
technology in creative ways is its trademark and
mastering the experience for every event
is their vision. Their events include Vivid Sydney,
the Santos Tour Down Under, Darwin Festival,
Dark MoFo, Adelaide Fringe and Adelaide
Festivals. From large 5000 person conferences
such as ANZCA in Kuala Lumpur to Isagenix in
Brisbane to corporate events across the
Australia, Novatech ensure they bring a point of
difference in customer service and event delivery.

2019 Audio Visual Services
Novatech Creative Event
Technology
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to offer a world class experience.

Considered Australia’s most flexible meetings and
events venue, BCEC provides unprecedented
choice for events of every size, with three stand-
alone tiered auditoria that accommodates
400 to 4000 and with 44 meetings and event
spaces.

BCEC is the only convention centre in Australia
with a dedicated boutique meetings hub with
speakers’ facilities and private boardrooms
allowing delegates to ‘own‘ an entire level.

Located at the very centre of Brisbane’s
Knowledge Corridor, BCEC is surrounded by
universities, world leading research institutes and
key hospitals.

BCEC sits at the heart of Brisbane’s bustling
South Bank cultural and entertainment precinct,
home to art galleries, world class performing arts
and the city’s most popular riverside dining
destination. The South Bank Precinct is home to a
number of quality accommodation options, with
over 900 hotel rooms within walking distance.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S

Brisbane Convention &
Exhibition Centre (BCEC) brings
unmatched capability and a
unique depth of industry skills 

2019 Event Marketing
Milestone Creative Australia

2019 Banqueting & Catering
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition
Centre

Milestone Creative Australia is a specialist agency
for business and major events, festivals, hospitality,
arts and tourism. 

The team brings a deep understanding of events
and the strategic role that events and marketing
play in growth, positioning and community
engagement for destinations and brands - they are
experts in this field. 

Creativity, ingenuity and integrity is paramount to
the team and they provide communications, digital
and publicity for some of Australia's largest events,
brands and destinations in Australia. Managing
Director, Alana Hay is also on the Board of
Directors of MEA.
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Cvent is a best-in-class
technology provider which can handle the entire
event lifecycle from start to finish, from finding
unique venues, setting up a budget, marketing
events and hosting online registration, to easing
the check-in process, engaging attendees onsite,
and ultimately providing post-event analytics to
measure an events success.

 In a span of just three years, Cvent Australia has
demonstrated steady growth by helping its
customers to take their events from good too
great to world-class through Cvent’s suite of
event technology products. Its growing footprint
in the Asia Pacific is a testimony to the regions’
untapped potential for event tech. Planners are
focused on bringing the interactive technology to
enhance the attendee experience and these are
powerful indicators which prove the region’s
willingness to embrace event technology. 

With its mission to transform meetings and
events industry, there could not be a better time
to capitalise on this event tech boom in Australia.

Saxton is Australasia’s leading speaker’s bureau
with over 50 years of experience in the events
industry.

They believe in the power of stories to drive
change so they curate the best speakers and
facilitators so that event audiences leave inspired
to be the best they can be.

Not willing to rest on their position as Australia's
and New Zealand’s most respected speaker’s
bureau, Saxton has continued to grow and
innovate and in 2019, under the leadership of
CEO, Anne Jamieson, they expanded into the US
market, conducted Australia’s first research into
the future of the speaking industry and launched
Saxton Engage, an agency designed to enrich the
event landscape further by integrating social
content and ambassadorships into the standard
speaker booking model.

2019 Speaker, Entertainers and
Team Builders
Saxton

2019 Event Technology
Cvent

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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PBM is a company that continues to win major
contracts and execute risk and safety
management of the highest level, with the most
up to date Australian Standards and world’s best
practice standards.

The team at PBM are experienced with venue
operations at major stadiums, arenas and more,
working on major events with some of Australia’s
major event organisations such as the ICC T20
Cricket World Cup, the Commonwealth Games,
Peter Jones Special Events, Cricket Australia,
Special Olympics Australia, Roundhouse
Entertainment, Sport Projects, the AFL among
others.

PBM’s ability to deliver world standard event
safety services, preceded only by its impeccable
reputation, is second to none.

The organisation’s success stems from its
impeccable reputation built upon proven ability
to develop and maintain strong relationships and
working collaboratively with clients and strategic
partners to deliver a flawless outcome and
success at every event. This reputation has
allowed PBM to expand nationally and be
regarded as one of Australia’s industry leaders in
all things emergency, risk and safety enabling the
company to continue to attract high profile
events and clients. PBM leads the field in
Australia.

2019 Specialist Services &
Suppliers
PBM Safety
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Event Manager of the Year – Agency
In-House Event Manager of the Year
(Association, Corporate or
Government)
MEA Future Leader
Operations Person of the Year
Sales, Marketing or Business
Development Person of the Year

EVENT PROFESSIONAL
AWARDS

2019 Event Manager of the Year –
Agency
Ellen Sexton – Solterbeck Events

After completing her Bachelor of Business in
Event Management and International Tourism at
Victoria University and graduating with honors,
Ellen Sexton of Solterbeck Events in Melbourne
commenced her career in event management as
a Venue Manager with the department of social
services. 

Ellen then moved into a Program Coordinator
role with Bi Worldwide before joining Solterbeck
Events as a Program Coordinator. Within 12
months Ellen was promoted to Event Manager
proving her ability to deliver bespoke events with
flair and creativity. 

Ellen is an active player in Solterbeck Events’
Environment & Sustainability program and leads
innovation and technology across the Solterbeck
Events business. Ellen is an outstanding example
of excellence within the events industry and a
true leader within the Solterbeck Events team.

Category Sponsor
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Kath  Bailey  has  been  an  event  coordinator for
over 11  years  and  has  worked  at the Property
Council of Australia for the past two and half
years.   Kath brings a considered and thoughtful
approach to  her to role but equally a
willingness to learn. 

She takes the time to listen and make sure
everyone is included in the planning of events  to
ensure   they   continue   to   be   fresh   and
relevant.   Yet   when it is time take the  initiative,
she does with enthusiasm and determination.  

Since Kath started at the Property Council, she
has raised the level of events significantly, which
has in turn ensured marked improvement in
attendance and revenue. 

Kath has also been successful in introducing new
and innovative ideas to events maximise
engagement of the Property Council member.

Kate Nichols is the Assistant Director of Sales at
Howard Smith Wharves, Brisbane’s newest
entertainment, event and lifestyle precinct.

At 25, Kate has shown great maturity leading a
sales team of seven direct reports.

With boundless passion, Kates’ role is to assist
in leading the sales team, engaging and
inspiring them to believe in themselves and
ultimately achieve their sales targets.

When asked, “What was her favourite part of
her role?”, Kate shared her excitement about
being a seen as a leader within her team. She
knows that  her position involved great
responsibility and she was ready and prepared
to meet that responsibility head on.

Kate is mindful that achieving her goals and
ambitions is possible, not just by working
diligently, continuously learning from her
industry peers, identifying and acting on
opportunities as
they are presented, but by helping others
achieve their dreams as well.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S

2019 In-House Event Manager of
the Year (Association, Corporate
or Government)
Kath Bailey - Property Council of
Australia

2019 MEA Future Leader
Kate Nichols - Howard Smith
Wharves
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Marc Singerling is ICC Sydney’s Food and
Beverages Services Manager and a true industry
leader, working collaboratively with his team of
more than 320 full-time and causal members to
create the memorable, world class events ICC
Sydney is renowned for across the globe.

Marc has an outstanding reputation in
operational excellence, proven through his ability
to host more than 12,000 delegates at once and
managing multiple large conferences and
exhibitions concurrently.

Marc has been a valued member of ICC Sydney
since 2016 and the venue’s pre-opening phase,
driving the successful planning, personalisation
and delivery of all aspects relating to food service
and logistics of events.

Marc has played a crucial role in advancing ICC
Sydney’s reputation and driving excellence
through the delivery of more than 2,547 events
to date, attracting over 1.4 million visitors
annually.

2019 Operations Person of the
Year
Marc Singerling – ICC Sydney

2019 Sales, Marketing or Business
Development Person of the Year
Kristi Blake – Crowne Plaza Terrigal
Pacific

A business development professional, Kristi
Blake has more than twenty years’ experience in
the hospitality and travel industry. This
experience provides her with the knowledge and
skills that support her in the role as Business
Development Manager for Crowne Plaza Terrigal
Pacific.

In 2019, Kristi was promoted to be solely
responsible for sales and business development
for Crowne Plaza Terrigal Pacific. She has
excelled in this role, doing an outstanding job at
raising awareness for the hotel and its newly
refurbished conference facilities.

Through her proactive activities in 2019, Kristi
exceeded her target by 5%. This year started
with the pipeline sitting 72% ahead of where it
was same time last year. This means that whilst
ensuring 2019’s results were a priority; Kristi has
continued to look forward and excelled in her
endeavours to future proof the pipeline.

M E A  2 0 1 9  N A T I O N A L  A W A R D S
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Since commencing on 
4 September 1882 with
a dozen students, TAFE
Queensland has grown
to become the largest
and most experienced provider of vocational
education and training in Queensland.   As the
state’s largest public provider, TAFE Queensland’s
physical footprint covers an area from Thursday
Island in the North, Mount Isa in the West,
Coolangatta in the South and Hervey Bay in the
East.   TAFE Queensland offers state of the art
facilities and practical, industry-relevant training,
by highly qualified and current industry leaders
delivering event qualifications to over two-
hundred students in 2019.

Students have the opportunity to travel to
locations across the globe as part of their studies
through study abroad initiatives that provide
students the chance to immerse themselves in
different cultures, develop their skills and
network with professionals already working
in the industry.   This promotes and enhances
new skills that increase employability, gains
industry connections and provides an easier
transition from the classroom to the workplace.

The moment students graduate from TAFE
Queensland they instantly join a global network
of professionals through our alumni.   Alumni
members are proud to attend campus events for
current students to assist in the development of
our future graduates.

2019 Education and Training
Award
TAFE Queensland, Brisbane region

Category Sponsor

EDUCATION AND
TRAINING AWARD
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Innovation has been a cornerstone of Novatech
since the business was founded in 2001. We
strive to find the best outcome for the client,
audience and the company’s objectives using
event technology in creative ways. The Tour
Down Under was no exception where we
identified a safer way of delivering large scale
audio across a vast distance (up 2kms in length).
For twenty years the audio had been delivered
using traditional ‘horn’ speakers that had great
reach but lacked intelligibility & warmth. This too
were hung up to 6m in the air requiring crew to
work at heights on ladders against street poles. 

Novatech saw a safer way which not only
eliminated the need to work at such heights but
also improve the audio considerably and bring it
to concert spec quality. This new innovative
solution was a world-first and enabled the setup
time to reduce from weeks out to setup,
operation and packdown on the one day. Custom
winch stands were designed in collaboration with
safety professionals and engineers to enable a
concert quality speaker to be raised to 4m within
minutes. 

Our crew would now safely deliver a superior
product to the event which enhanced its world
class status.

2019 Innovation Award
Novatech Creative Event
Technology

INNOVATION AWARD 

Category Sponsor
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ICC Sydney’s unique
Corporate Social
Responsibility initiatives
and Legacy Program 

2019 Event Legacy Award
Legacy Program – SIBOS 2018 – ICC
Sydney

EVENT LEGACY
AWARD

provides clients the opportunity to contribute to
the city's cultural capital—and advance the social
and sustainability objectives of their events—in
real and meaningful ways.

ICC Sydney staged the Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)’s
flagship event SIBOS in October 2018. The
world’s premier financial services event
welcomed more than 7500 business leaders,
academics and entrepreneurs from 150
countries to Sydney and delivered AU$40 million
in economic impact.

SIBOS' strong remit to reduce its environmental
and ecological footprint, contributed positively to
the communities surrounding the event after its
conclusion. SWIFT engaged ICC to activate legacy
initiatives and design a multi-faceted program
delivering on environmental, social and economic
objectives.

ICC Sydney achieved its objectives to maximise
client, exhibitor, delegate and stakeholder
satisfaction while managing an innovative legacy
program which has a lasting impact for SIBOS,
the venue and the local community.
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Platinum Company Award
Platinum Individual Award
Platinum Event of the Year

PLATINUM AWARDS

Platinum Company Award
Arinex

Platinum Individual Award
Marc Singerling – ICC Sydney

Platinum Event of the Year
SportAccord 2019
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Outstanding Contribution
Winner
Trevor Gardiner

OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION
AWARD

Outstanding Contribution
Award Sponsor

Trevor Gardiner  pioneered 
the use of computer
technology in the events
industry three decades
ago.  He has  been at the
forefront of innovation
supporting the delivery of
successful events throughout
the world and in doing so
helped established Australia’s  
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reputation for leadership in technology in the
events industry.   

As the architect and leader of teams of
developers Trevor designed numerous technology
solutions to meet the changing needs of the
events market.   

Trevor quickly  responded  to the needs of event
organisers such as the recent development of
Events OnAir that has allowed events to go ahead
in a virtual environment during the current
restrictions on mass gatherings due to COVID19.   

His  technology has been behind some of the
world’s largest events including CHOGM, APEC,
G20, ASEAN, and many global sporting events
such as the Rugby World Cup, Asian Games,
Commonwealth and Olympic Games. Each of
these events demanded new innovations in high
levels of security.   

Trevor is committed to education and training and
has supported scholarship programs attracting
many young professionals to the industry.  He
introduced a ‘Rising Star’ program that gave many
students learning the events trade new skills in
event software making them job ready.   

His Queensland based company, Centium 
Software, has been internationally recognised for
its innovation and recently won the USA Software
and Information Industry Association CODiE 
Award for Best Management Solution.   

He has built a global network of offices and agents
in the UK,  USA  and New Zealand with clients
throughout Europe, South Africa, Asia-Pacific and,
of course, here in Australia.



Outstanding Contribution Award Past Recipients
Meetings & Events Australia introduced an Outstanding Contribution Award in 2006 to recognise those
individuals that have championed the meetings and events industry in Australia. These recipients are
recognised as leaders in the industry who have inspired others and contributed to the strong reputation
of this dynamic industry.
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Event Venue – Capacity less
than 500
Crowne Plaza Terrigal Pacific - 2019

HALL OF FAME
The Hall of Fame applies to
members who win an award in the
same category in three consecutive
years. Members can reapply in the
same award after one year of being
in the Hall of Fame.

NEW
Exhibition of the Year
Get Global - 2020

NEW
Specialist Services and Suppliers
PBM Safety - 2020

NEW
In-House Event Management
Team - Government
Programs and Events Team,
Department of Education,
Queensland - 2020
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ACT
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Association Event of the Year: Trucking Australia
2019

NSW
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Association Event of the Year: ASFA Conference
2019
Cause Related Event of the Year: Paralympics
Australia Infinite Possibilities Gala
Corporate Event of the Year: Salesforce World
Tour 2019
Exhibition of the Year: Get Global
Government Event of the Year: NSW Training
Awards
Incentives Event of the Year: Amway China 2019
Leadership Seminar
Major Event or Festival of the Year: 1Dance
Africa
Regional Event of the Year: Deni Ute Muster
Special Event of the Year: National Association of
Women in Construction (NAWIC) NSW Awards for
Excellence

EVENT MANAGEMENT AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Agency: Forum Group Events & Marketing
Event Management Team - Association: ASHM
Conference and Events
Event Management Team - Corporate: IBM
Australia and New Zealand
Professional Conference Organisation: Arinex

VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Hotel of the Year: Crowne Plaza Hunter
Valley
Event Venue - Capacity less than 500: Aerial UTS
Function Centre
Event Venue - Capacity more than 500 and less
than 1,500: Sydney Masonic Centre
Event Venue - Capacity more than 1,500: ICC
Sydney

STATE WINNERS BY CATEGORY

EVENT PRODUCTION & SERVICES CATEGORY
Audio Visual Services: NW Group
Banqueting & Catering: Sydney Showground
Event Marketing: Milestone Creative Australia
Event Technology: Sprintr by AV1
Speakers, Entertainers and Team Builders:
SongDivision

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
Operations Person of the Year: Marc Singerling –
ICC Sydney
Sales, Marketing or Business Development
Person of the Year: Kristi Blake – Crowne Plaza
Terrigal Pacific

DESTINATION MARKETING AWARDS
CATEGORY
Regional Destination Marketing Organisation or
Bureau: Destination North Coast

INNOVATION AWARD CATEGORY
Innovation Award: Harry the hirer

EVENT LEGACY AWARD CATEGORY
Event Legacy Award: Legacy Program – SIBOS
2018

NT
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Regional Event of the Year: Uluru Climb Closure
Celebration Event
Special Event of the Year: NLC Indigenous Ranger
Forum 2019

VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Venue - Capacity more than 1,500: Darwin
Convention Centre

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
MEA Future Leader: Rosie Fall - AA&P Events
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QLD
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Cause Related Event of the Year: FearLess
National Conversation on PTSD 2019
Corporate Event of the Year: UQ Open Day – 
St Lucia
Government Event of the Year: SportAccord 2019
Major Event or Festival of the Year: UQ Open
Day – St Lucia
Special Event of the Year: Sunset Sangria on
Brisbane’s New Runway

EVENT MANAGEMENT AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Management Team - Government:
Programs and Events Team, Department of
Education, Queensland

VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Hotel of the Year: Mantra at Sharks &
Events Centre
Event Venue - Capacity more than 500 and less
than 1,500: Howard Smith Wharves
Event Venue - Capacity more than 1,500:
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre

EVENT PRODUCTION & SERVICES CATEGORY
Banqueting & Catering: Brisbane Convention &
Exhibition Centre
Event Technology: EventsAIR

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
MEA Future Leader: Kate Nichols – Howard Smith
Wharves

EDUCATION AWARD CATEGORY
Education and Training Award: TAFE Queensland,
Brisbane region

EVENT LEGACY AWARD CATEGORY                 
Event Legacy Award: SportAccord 2019

STATE WINNERS BY CATEGORY

SA
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Special Event of the Year: Nexteel Brand Launch

VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Venue - Capacity less than 500: National
Wine Centre of Australia
Event Venue - Capacity more than 500 and less
than 1,500: Adelaide Oval

EVENT PRODUCTION & SERVICES CATEGORY
Audio Visual Services: Novatech Creative Event
Technology
Banqueting & Catering: Adelaide Oval

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
MEA Future Leader: Lauren Symons – National
Wine Centre of Australia

INNOVATION AWARD CATEGORY
Innovation Award: Novatech Creative Event
Technology

EVENT LEGACY AWARD CATEGORY
Event Legacy Award: 68th International
Astronautical Congress

TAS
VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Hotel of the Year: Hotel Grand Chancellor
Hobart
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VIC
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Corporate Event of the Year: 2019 Royal
Melbourne Wine Awards
Exhibition of the Year: Asia Pacific Incentives and
Meetings Event
Government Event of the Year: GPTEC 2019
(General Practice Training & Education Conference
2019)
Major Event or Festival of the Year: Anything But
Square Festival
Special Event of the Year: Virtuoso 2019
Symposium Dinner

EVENT MANAGEMENT AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Agency: Alive Events Agency
Event Management Team - Corporate: La Trobe
University
Professional Conference Organisation: Wise
Connections

VENUE AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Hotel of the Year: RACV City Club
Event Venue - Capacity less than 500: Metropolis
Events
Event Venue - Capacity more than 500 and less
than 1,500: Marvel Stadium
Event Venue - Capacity more than 1,500:
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

EVENT PRODUCTION & SERVICES CATEGORY
Audio Visual Services: Melbourne Convention &
Exhibition Centre
Banqueting & Catering: Melbourne Convention &
Exhibition Centre
Event Technology: Cvent
Speakers, Entertainers and Team Builders:
Saxton
Specialist Services and Suppliers: PBM Safety

STATE WINNERS BY CATEGORY

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
Event Manager of the Year - Agency: Ellen Sexton
– Solterbeck Events
MEA Future Leader: Rebecca Martin – Solterbeck
Events
Operations Person of the Year: Pedro Gallo – Fed
Square Pty Ltd
Sales, Marketing or Business Development
Person of the Year: Laura Reddaway – Showtime
Event Group

INNOVATION AWARD CATEGORY
Innovation Award: Saxton Engage

EVENT LEGACY AWARD CATEGORY
Event Legacy Award: Conferral of Honorary
Degree to Shah Rukh Khan and announcement of
the Shah Rukh Khan La Trobe University PhD
Scholarship

WA
EVENTS OF THE YEAR CATEGORY
Association Event of the Year: AGOSCI 14th
Biennial Conference 2019

EVENT PROFESSIONAL AWARDS CATEGORY
In-House Event Manager of the Year -
(Association, Corporate or Government): Kath
Bailey - Property Council of Australia
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LIST OF JUDGES

MEA thanks our Award Judges for the considerable investment of their time and expertise to
review and judge each submission. Drawn from across the country, from within and outside
of the business events industry, they make a valuable contribution to our Awards program.

Juliet Alabaster
Amanda Anker
Ruth Appleby
Simon Baggs
Vin Barron
Natalie Bell
Liz Bendeich 
Hannah von Bibra
Suzana Bishop
Peter Bliss
Simon Burgess
Caleb Bush
Anne Camenzind
Anna Cesarano
Joanna Child
Leanne Costantino
Rod Craig
Dianna Crebbin
Paul Davison
Rebecca Deal
Lorraine DiVito
Deborah Edwards
Tina Eggers
Meg Fisher
Anne-Marie Flynn
Carmel Foley
Richard Foulkes
Stuart Frank
Trevor Gardner
Jeremy Garling
Alec Gilbert
Sharon Goldie
Jakki Govan
James Granter
Tim Hancock
Alana Hay

Andrea Heath
Andrew Hiebl
Caroline Hutchison
Darren Isenberg
Andre Jacques
Anne Jamieson
Chris Lane
Ruth Lilian
Penny Lion
Dean Long
David McCarthy 
Julie McGraw
Inge Meggitt
Alfred Merse
Kerrie Mulholland
Paula Nolan
Annabel Norris
Leko Novakovic
Bob O'Keeffe
Beverley Parker
Helen Parker
Megan Peters
Alison Petrie
Elizabeth Rich
Kathy Savill
Gail Sawyer
Jenifer Dwyer Slee
Keren Southgate
Ian Stuart
Darren Waite
Chantal Ward
Philip Wells
Ian Whitworth
Beverley Williamson
Steve Wood
Leanne Zeid
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